
We live in Wembleytoo!
LESSON OBJECTlVES

Structures
Present Simple: positive, negative and questions

Functions
Ask and talk about personal information and routines

Vocabulary
Family members (Memory check)
Everyday phrases: Hey! Watch out! Sorry! That's al!
right. Are you OK? /'mfine. Come here!

Background information·Wembley I'wemblil is located in north-west London
in the Borough of Brent (population over 263,460).
Wembley Stadium has been the 'Home of English
Football' since 1923. In 2003, the original stadium
was demolished. The new stadium, opened in 2007,
has the largest roof-covered seating capacity
(90,000) in the world.· Avril Lavigne I,;evnll~'vi:n/: rock singerlsongwriter,
bom in 1984 in Ontario, Canada.·Exercise 8 song is by The Beatles. See page 110 for
information about The Beatles.· cool is an informaI expression of approval. It is used
mainly by young people to mean greatlgood.

Getting started· If this is the first lesson with the c1ass, greet the Ss and
introduce yourself.· Introduce Ss to the activities and the features of the SB,
using LI. See the advice about 'The first lesson' on
page 14 in the TB.· Revise basic questions and ans wers in preparation for
Lesson l, e.g. What'syour/his/her name? What's your
surname? How old are you? Have you got a brother/
sister? What day is it today? What time do you get up/go
to bed on Saturdays? Encourage Ss to help each other, if
necessary.
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· Ask Ss to look at the picture on page 6 and talk about the
place and the people. If necessary,ask questions,e.g. What
sort oj place is this? What'shappening? Can you describe
one person in the picture (appearance, clothes, age)?· Play the recording two or three times for Ss to listen and
read.· Divide the c1ass into two groups to be Adam and Alice.
(Ben has onIy one line to say, so read his part yourself.)
Play the recording again, this time leaving a pause after
each speaker's section, for the groups to listen and
repeat their lines and then change roles. Encourage Ss to
copy the pronunciation, stress and intonation pattems of
the speakers on the recording.
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· Check pronunciation of the four friends' names: Alice
I';ehs/, Adam I';ed~m/, Ben /benl and Tessa l'tes~/.

Everyday phrases
· Ask Ss to read and repeat the phrases after you, chorally

and individually.· Ask Ss what they say in their LI for Hey! Watch out! and
Sorry!

2 Check
· Look at the first item with the c1assand elicit the answer

from the Ss.· Ss work individually or in pairs, referring to the dialogue
and underlining the correct answer in sentences 2-5.· Check Ss' answers by asking individuals to read out the
correct sentences.

Answers

2 Tessa 3 Tessa 4 Saturday 5 Wembley

3 ~I Memory check:Family members· Elicit three or four family words from the c1assand write
them on the board.· Ss work individually, writing the names of seven family
members and the family words. Monitor and check
spelling.· Check answers by asking individuals in tum to write a
family word on the board and say it. If necessary, ask
Ss to translate the words into LI. Check the spelling of
words such as daughter, son, niece, nephew, husband,
wije, cousin, aunt. (This will also give useful revision in
saying the alphabet.)· Check that the words on the recording are inc1uded in the
words on the board. Play the recording several times for
Ss to listen to the words and then repeat them, chorally
and individually.
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Audioscript

father mother parents brother
grandfather grandparents aunt
son wife husband

sister grandmother
unc1e cousin daughter

.

Look and learn
· Encourage Ss to say what they remember about the

Present Simple and to make one or two sentences
containing a Present Simple verb.· Ss read and complete the sentences in the 'Look and
leam' box. Check that Ss remember the third person
singular form of the Present Simple.
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Answers

Question Where does he live?
Positive I/We live ...
Negative I/We don't live ...
Yes/No question Do you live ... ? No. I/we don't.
Does he/she live ... ? Yes,he/she does. No, he/she

doesn't.

4 Write
· Ask two Ss to read aloud the example question and

answer.

· Students work individually, completing the sentences. Ss
can compare ans wers in pairs before checking answers as
a class.· Check ans wers by asking pairs of Ss to read aloud the
questions and answers.
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Answers

2 Do, do 3 does, lives 4 does, goes 5 Does, does
6 Does, doesn 't

5 Ad
a) Interview a friend. Askthese questions.· Go through the questions and answers, with individual Ss

giving their own true answers.· Students work in pairs, taking tums to ask and answer
the questions. Tell Ss to remember their partner's
answers. Monitor and help Ss correct any errors in the
use of the Present Simple.

b)Tell the dass about your friend.· Look at the example sentence with the class. Elicit
suggestions for completing the second sentence. Remind
Ss to use the third person singular ending of the verbs.· In tum, Ss tell the class about their friend, using the
information from Part a).

· Give Ss time to read through the card.· Play the recording for Ss to listen and complete the card.
If necessary, play the recording twice.· Check students' answers by asking individuals to write
the answers on the board. Point out how the postcode is
written and how Jack says his mobile number.· If you wish, students can then ask and answer in a
chain drill round the class: Whats your phone number?
Students say their own phone number or they can invent
a number. Point out that we say 'O' or 'zero' for the
number 'O'. If appropriate, teach 'double six' for '66' and
'treble three' for '333'.

Audioscript

Jack: Hi, my name's Jack. Can I join this Sports
Centre, please?
OK. Um, what's your sumame, Jack?
It's Green. That's G-R-E-E-N.
And where do you live, Jack?
My address is 8 Park Road, Wembley,
HA9 6ST.
How old are you, Jack?
I'm 13.
And do you have a mobile number?
Yes, my mobile number's 07931 354760.
That's 07931 354760?
Yes, that's right.
OK, and which school do you go to?
I go to Wembley High School.
Good, that's all I need. Here's your
membership card.
Thanks very much.

Woman:
Jack:
Woman:
Jack:

Woman:
Jack:
Woman:
Jack:
Woman:
Jack:
Woman:
Jack:
Woman:

Jack:

Answers

Surname Green
Address 8 Park Road, Wembley,HA9 6ST
Age 13
Phone num ber 07931 354760
School WembleyHigh School

7 Read and write
a) Read and complete the text with the correct form

of the verbs.· Read through the verbs with the class and check
students' understanding.

· Advise Ss to read through the text quickly before they
complete it with the correct verb form, and not to worry
about understanding every word at this stage.

· Check Ss' answersby asking individuals to read aloud
the sentences.Explain or encourage Ss to guessthe
meaning of unfamiliar words. Check that Ss remember
the meaning of usually, always and sometimes, drawing
attention to their position (before the verb) in sentences.

Answers

2 gets up 3 has 4 gets dressed 5 wears 6 speaks
7 listens 8 goes 9 watches

b) Now write about a typical Saturday for you.· Advise Ss to use the text about Avril Lavigne as a model
and to write in the first person singular. Elicit the first
sentence or two from the class and write them on the
board, e.g. On Saturday, I usually get up at ...· Monitor students' writing and help them correct errors.· In pairs or smalI groups, students can read sentences.
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8 ~I0511 0CD~@Hello, Goodbye by

'he Beatles
· Ss tum to page 110.Read the text about The Beatles.· Playthe recordingfor Ss to listenandread.Explainor

encourage Ss to guess the meaning of any new words.· Play the recording two or three times for Ss to join in.
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